
 SM-CSP10

10” SUBWOOFER FOR SEALED TYPE BOX
10” (254 ) 

Instruction manual
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Description
Polypropylene cone
Rubber edge
Steel stamped basket
Antiresonance covering

Important safeguards
The owner’s manual contains important operating and maintenance instructions for your safety. It is

necessary to refer the manual.
Do not install the subwoofer where it may be subjected to excessive heat moisture, dust or where it will be

kicked repeatedly, brushed or bumped.
Make absolutely sure that the terminals for the subwoofer are connected to the proper outputs from the

music source.
Never run the wiring on the outside of the vehicle or under it where it can be damaged by road hazards or

the moving parts of the vehicle. Use existing wire channels, sills, panels and molding strips inside the vehicle to
hide the wiring for safety and a neat appliance.

Do not continuously use the subwoofer system beyond the nominal power handling capacity.
Keep recorded tapes, watches, and personal credit cards using magnetic coding away from the subwoofer to

protect them from damage caused by the magnets in the subwoofer.
If you cannot find the appropriate mounting location, consult your car dealer or your nearest dealer before

mounting.
CAUTION: Take extreme caution when working near the gas tank, gas lines, brake or hydraulic lines and
electrical wiring.

                              SM-CSP10
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Mounting the subwoofer
How to install

1.   Connect the speaker to the speaker cords.
Be sure to connect corresponding terminals
i.e. “Left” to “left”, “-” to “-”, etc.

  2.  install the speaker in the trunk (behind the rear seat), use an audio board corresponding to the size of
trunk.

The subwoofer box should be mounted in an acoustical ducting assembled in the form of a cabinet with the
optimal volume 26 l. After assembling the cabinet and mounting the subwoofer you should test the hermeticity of
the assembly by slight pressing the cone. If you feel air resistance, it means that the assembly is of a good
quality and ready for exploitation. To improve the bass effect, it is recommended to paste over interior walls with
some fibrous material with thickness not more than 15 mm.
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If unit fails to operate properly
Carefully read the instruction to make sure the unit is being operated properly. Check the
following before you take your unit to the local dealer for repair.

SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION

The volume control regulator set
in the minimal position

Adjust sound levelNo sound

The  audio  cassette  receiver  is
damaged

Take your unit to the local dealer for
repair

Acoustic system cables are
connected without observance of
polarity (+ or -)

Check to see that all the power and
speaker leads are securely connected

Damage speaker wire or speaker Replace the speaker or speaker wires

Unnatural sound

The  audio  cassette  receiver  is
damaged

Take your unit to the local dealer for
repair
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Specification

Loudspeaker one woofer: 254  (10”) Polypropylene cone
Magnet 29.4 Oz

Max output power 250 W

RMS output power 80 W

Sealed box volume 26 l

Impedance 4 Ohm

Sensitivity 88 dB

Frequency response 40 Hz – 1000 Hz

Dimensions  (L x H x W) 300 x 155 x 300 mm

Weight 3.2 kg
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